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       Abstract 
There have been a lot of theoretical and empirical studies done on the price 
competition in online market. Most of the empirical work directly compared the 
prices in online and conventional markets to investigate the hypotheses that prices 
were lower and price dispersion was smaller in online than conventional market. 
However, the direct price comparison between two channels is subject to certain 
limitations. In this study, Lee and Png’s (2002, 2004) indirect approach was adopted 
to measure the degree of competition in online markets, which considered how the 
differences in buyer switching costs affected the relative pricing of bestseller items. If 
consumer’s switching cost in online stores is lower than conventional stores, the 
discounts on bestsellers are less in online stores than conventional channels. Though 
this was supported in book market, the empirical results from this study didn’t support 
this assumption in music CD retailing. The findings and implications were drawn. 
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Chapter 1  
Introduction and Thesis Overview 
1.1 Background 
1.1.1 Online Vs. Conventional Retailing 
The marvelous development and spread of computer and Internet technology have 
boosted the electronic commerce growth worldwide in recent decades. The emergent 
and explosive growth of e-commerce through online trading has brought a new way 
for retailers to do business and for consumers to buy goods and services, and also 
made it possible for online process to compete with conventional models in real 
business. 
As reported by USCB (2004)，the Census Bureau of the Department of Commerce 
announced that the estimate of U.S. retail e-commerce sales for the first quarter of 
2004, not adjusted for seasonal, holiday, and trading-day differences, was $15.5 
billion, an increase of 28.1 percent (±2.9%) from the first quarter of 2003; total retail 
sales for the first quarter of 2004 were estimated at $834.8 billion, an increase of 8.8 
percent (±0.6%) from the same period a year ago. The figures show that the increase 
from online retail sales was much higher compared to traditional retail sales; since 
the first quarter of 2003, the online sales have kept increasing, which suggests the 
bright prospect of online retailing. 
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Online market differs from traditional market (“brick and Mortar” market) in many 
ways. First, the Internet lowers the cost of setting up operations, and hence reduces 
marginal production and distribution costs. Second, the Internet greatly reduces 
consumers’ search costs and allows easy comparison shopping between rival sellers 
just by one mouse click, while for conventional market, physical distance prevents 
consumers from comparison between shops easily. Third, with the help of price 
comparison services (such as Yahoo!), it is easy and convenient to make cheap and 
effective price comparison. Thus, based on the many superior advantages of online 
market, previous research and literature suggest that electronic markets should be 
more efficient (Alba et al 1997; Bakos 1998; Brynjofsson and Smith 2000) and the 
characteristics of the Internet will lead to a market where retailer “location” is 
irrelevant, consumers are fully informed of prices and product offerings, and all 
retailers make zero economic profit. 
1.1.2 Music CD Market 
Since the emergence of e-commerce, music market is one of the most successful 
ones to migrate online and enjoy considerable growth and sales. In 2003, the global 
music market was worth $US32 billion, in which US as the number one in the 
world’s top 10 major music markets accounted for 37% including both online and 
offline sales (IFPI 2004). The fact that CD market is relatively homogeneous makes 
data collection tractable and price study meaningful. This is because the Internet is 
likely to have the greatest impact on homogenous goods. Homogeneous goods are 
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non-differentiated goods, which consumers value equally regardless of the seller and 
for a particular CD title, product differentiation almost doesn’t exist. Thus, price 
competition would be especially fierce in this type of market. 
Several studies have investigated the pricing strategies and patterns in music CD 
market of US, using the data collected between 1996 and 1999. Bailey (1998a, b) 
compared the prices for CDs sold through Internet and conventional channels in 
1996 and 1997, and Brynjolfsson and Smith (2000) examined prices for CDs sold 
through both channels in 1998 and 1999. The former study found that during1996 
and 1997, prices in the online channel for each product category were higher than 
those in conventional channel, while the latter one found reverse results with the data 
collected during 1998 and 1999. The pricing strategies and patterns seem 
inconsistent during 1996 and 1999. This might be due to the fact that the electronic 
market of music CD was experiencing the process from immaturity to maturity. 
However, there is a serious deficiency of the data collected at that time. The music 
CD market then could not fully reflect the pricing strategies and patterns under free 
competition because the whole music retail market was under the control of several 
largest distributors, who even set up the minimum advertised price for each CD 
album. Now let’s briefly review the development of music CD retailing in US since 
1990’s. 
In the early 1990s, many new music retailers, including major consumer electronics 
stores, started to sell CDs at low prices to gain customers and market share. This 
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retail "price war" led to lower CD prices for U.S. consumers as prices for popular 
CDs decreased to as low as $9.99, which was a very good opportunity for consumers 
to buy. 
In order to extinguish this “price war”, the five largest distributors of recorded music, 
namely Universal Music and Video Distribution, Sony Corp. of America, 
Time-Warner Inc., EMI Music Distribution and Bertelsmann Music Group (BMG), 
adopted the MAP (Minimum Advertised Price) policies in 1995-96, requiring 
retailers to advertise CDs at or above the MAP set by the distribution company in 
exchange for substantial cooperative advertising payments. The "price war" ended 
shortly after the policies were adopted and the retail price of CDs was increased.  
The restrictions applied to all advertising, including television, radio, newspaper, 
signs and banners within the retailers’ own stores. The restrictions even applied to 
advertising funded entirely by the retailer. Under the policies, large music retailers 
would lose millions of dollars per year if they failed to follow the MAP restrictions. 
The distributors then increased their own prices, and wholesale prices for music have 
been increased since 1997. This practice effectively eliminated the ability of dealers 
to reduce price.  
It is estimated by FTC (Federal Trade Commission) that U.S. consumers may have 
paid as much as $480 million more than they should have for CDs and other music 
because of these policies between 1997 and 1999. 
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This situation lasted for several years until in May 2000 the Federal Trade 
Commission announced that it had reached separate settlement agreements with the 
five largest distributors of recorded music who sell approximately 85 percent of all 
compact discs (CDs) purchased in the United States to end their allegedly illegal 
advertising policies that affected prices for CDs (FTC 2000). These settlements 
would eliminate these policies and should help restore much-needed competition to 
the retail music market, consisting of US$15 billion in annual sales. Since the 
retailers regain the right of setting up the prices of music CDs at their own purposes, 
it would be very interesting to observe the pricing strategy and pricing pattern of the 
relative mature CD market in U.S now. 
1.2 Research Questions 
Online retailing provides lower barrier of entry, easy access to information, and low 
transaction costs, implying the growth of e-commerce has the potential of realizing 
the economic ideal for an effective competition market: low search cost, strong price 
competition, low margins, and weak market power. In recent years, researchers and 
businesses have expressed great interest in studying the online market competition 
by direct comparison of prices in online and conventional channels (e.g., Bakos 1998, 
Lee 1998, Bailey 1998a.b, Brynjofsson and Smith 2000, Clay et al. 2001); however, 
the findings of above empirical studies were mixed. So far, empirical studies for 
online market efficiency only partially supported the hypotheses that prices at online 
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stores were lower and the price dispersion was smaller in online markets by contrast 
with conventional markets. 
In addition to the mixed results from previous empirical studies, the accuracy of the 
applied method in these studies, namely, to directly compare the prices at online 
stores with the counterparts at conventional stores, is questionable. For instance, one 
of the most important features of e-commerce is its lower operation cost, thus it is 
expectable that such feature contributes to the lower price in online channels. 
Therefore conclusions of directly comparing prices are biased to some extent, and 
accordingly it is not conclusive to investigate the degree of competition of online 
markets by the direct comparison of price. 
Realizing the limitation of directly comparing the prices, it is better for this research 
to follow the approach in Lee and Png (2002, 2004). This study takes an indirect 
approach to measure the degree of competition in online music CD market by 
focusing on the store-level factors determining buyer switching cost. We consider 
the implication of differences in buyer switching costs on the pricing of items in high 
and low demand. In music CD market, the demand for music CDs varies between 
bestsellers and non-bestsellers. Following the common industry practice, sellers 
generally discount bestsellers–the high demand items--as advertising to increase 
store traffic and then generate profits on consumers’ purchases of other 
regular-priced items. 
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In the context of music CD retailing, based on the switching cost theory and the 
study of Lee and Png (2004), we first proposed that if consumers incurred larger 
costs to switch between competing music stores, music stores would offer larger 
discounts on bestsellers than other titles to attract more consumers and then exploit 
their switching costs by broad selection of products. As for the measurements of 
switching cost for online and conventional channels, we adapted the measurements 
of ‘store scope’ of Lee and Png (2004) for both online and conventional channels 
and one more measurement was added for studying online channels in this research. 
Then it was transformed to investigate whether the bestseller discounts increased 
with the enlargement of store scope in both channels. 
Second, similar to Lee and Png (2002), we consider that if buyer switching costs are 
lower in online than conventional channels, then online channels would discount 
bestsellers less than conventional channels, which in turn addresses our research 
question whether online CD market is more competitive than conventional CD 
market. 
Since music CD retail market, similar to book market, is one of the most successful 
ones to migrate online and enjoy considerable growth and sales since the emergence 
of e-commerce, the results of this study in music CD market were expected to be 
consistent with those of Lee and Png (2002, 2004) in book retail market. However, 
owing to the specific characteristics of music CD market (e.g., piracy and free 
downloading from Internet), pricing strategies and patterns were quite different from 
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those in book market. The central hypothesis addressing the degree of competition 
was not supported by the data in this study; the hypothesis addressing the effect of 
the level of switching cost on the relative pricing of items in high and low demand 
was supported in online music CD market, but not supported in conventional market. 
1.3 Organization of Thesis 
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 reviews the literature on 
market efficiency and pricing strategies. Chapter 3 describes the overall research 
model and presents the hypotheses. Chapter 4 outlines the research method 
employed in this study. Chapter 5 reports the results of statistical analyses performed 
on collected data. Chapter 6 interprets the analyses results and discusses the 
implication of the findings. Finally, Chapter 7 concludes the thesis, discusses the 
strength and limitation of this research.
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Chapter 2  
Literature Review 
2.1 Overview 
This chapter first reviews the existing studies focusing on the market efficiency 
of online channels. This is followed by the review of the extant literature on retail 
pricing and advertising strategies from both theoretical and empirical research.  
2.2 Internet Market Efficiency 
Economists claimed that Internet markets should be more efficient than conventional 
markets because of lower search costs (e.g., Bakos 1997), and it was predicted that 
high consumer search costs led to prices above marginal cost in equilibrium (e.g., 
Hotelling 1929, Salop 1979). As Internet market makes it easy for consumers to find 
out products’ prices and information, the lower online search costs would lead to 
lower prices and lower price dispersion for both homogeneous goods (Bakos 1997, 
1998), which indicates the higher efficiency of Internet market. However, the 
physical world is far more complex and uncertain than the world in theory. Even the 
best theory needed to be based on empirical observations (Brynjolfsson and Smith 
2000). It is important to empirically test the real situation to explain the subtleties of 
the market. 
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Simth et al. (2000) identified four dimensions of efficiency in Internet market. The 
first was to compare the price level charged on the Internet with that charged in 
conventional retail market. The second was to find out whether consumers were 
more sensitive to small price changes online than offline. The third was to compare 
the menu-change frequency of online retailers than that of offline retailers. The 
fourth was to test whether the spread between the highest and lowest prices in 
Internet market was smaller than that in conventional market. Many studies in this 
area investigated the Internet market efficiency by directly comparing the Internet 
markets to the conventional markets including aspects of the above four dimensions 
(e.g., Lee 1998, Bailey 1998a,b, Brynjolfsson and Smith 2002). Given the focus on 
the pricing level and pricing dispersion of Internet markets, which are the most 
common components of price efficiency, we explore the extant empirical studies 
based on these two dimensions. 
Lee (1998) was one of the first studies of pricing in electronic markets focusing on 
the prices in electronic and conventional auction markets for used cars sold from 
1986 to 1995. He found that prices in the electronic markets were higher than prices 
in the conventional markets. Later in Lee et al. (2000), they also found the same 
results. But there are two problems in their studies. One is that the characteristics of 
auction market differ from those of retail markets; the other is that in auction 
markets, efficiency results when a good is sold to the bidder with the highest 
valuation for that good.  
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To test the online market efficiency, Bailey (1998a, b) compared the prices for books, 
CDs, and software sold on the Internet and in conventional channels in 1996 and 
1997. In his studies, the goods were entirely homogeneous and were matched across 
the channels. Same as the result of Lee (1998), Bailey also found higher prices in the 
electronic channel for each product category during that time period. Bailey 
attributed the higher prices he observed to market immaturity. As for price 
dispersion, Bailey (1998 a, b) found that price dispersion was not lower in online 
than conventional outlets. His results showed that Internet commerce might not 
reduce market friction because during the data collection time-being, the prices and 
price dispersion for homogeneous products on the Internet were higher than the 
counterparts in conventional channel. 
Later Brynjolfsson and Smith (2000) conducted a comprehensive study examining 
prices for 20 books and CDs sold through Internet and conventional channels in 
1998 and 1999. They found that prices were 9-16% lower on the Internet than in 
conventional outlets—even after accounting for the costs related to shipping and 
handling, delivery, and local sales taxes. One possible explanation for the differences 
to Bailey’s result is that Internet markets became more efficient and mature between 
1996 and 1999. They also found that price dispersion was not lower in Internet 
markets compared to conventional channels for books and CDs. Internet retailer 
prices differed by an average 33% for books and 25% for CDs. However, when they 
weighted these prices by proxies for market share, they found that the dispersion was 
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lower in Internet channels than in conventional channels. They attributed this to the 
dominance of certain heavily branded retailers. 
Recently Tang and Xing (2001) compared the pricing behavior by examining 51 
DVDs across pure Internet retailers and online branches of traditional retailers (six 
stores of each type) between July and August 2000. Different angle from the 
previous empirical studies, they argued that hybrid online stores, with constraints of 
their physical stores, would charge higher prices than pure online retailers. They 
found that prices by pure online retailers were lower and price dispersion among 
pure online retailers was sharply smaller than the counterparts in multi-channel 
retailers online. 
In summary, by directly comparing the prices at online and conventional stores, the 
past research provided mixed results to the hypotheses that prices were lower and 
price dispersion was smaller in online markets. Specifically, online markets appeared 
to not produce the pricing efficiency as predicted by many theoretical studies. 
While in the work of Lee and Png (2002), they pointed out that there were several 
limitations for such direct comparison. First of all, the lower price level at online 
stores might be due to the lower operation cost, but not all because of fierce 
competition. Secondly, direct price comparison ignored differences in the benefits 
provided by conventional stores, like the face-to-face service and the physical space 
for shopping, and the benefits provided by online stores, such as the convenience 
and time saving. Lastly, it required to assume the traveling cost incurred in 
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conventional stores and the shipment charges incurred in online stores to calculate 
the full cost of an item to a consumer. 
Noted these deficiencies, Lee and Png (2002, 2004) suggested an indirect approach 
to measure the degree of competition in online markets, which considered the 
store-level factors determining competition. Specifically, they considered how the 
switching costs affected the relative pricing of items in high and low demand. 
Further, a set of store-level factors measuring buyer switching costs were developed: 
for conventional stores, the measurements were the store area, the selection of book 
titles, and the presence of other categories; for online stores, the measurements were 
the selection of book titles and the number of other categories. In their paper of 2004, 
the empirical evidence from book retailing showed that due to the presence of 
substantial fixed buyer switching costs, booksellers discounted bestsellers to attract 
customers and increase store traffic; and in their paper of 2002, they found that 
bestseller discounts was smaller in online than conventional book markets, 
confirming with the proposition that switching costs were lower in online than 
conventional markets. The results further addressed the proposition whether online 
market was more competitive than conventional counterpart. 
In this study, following the methodology of Lee and Png (2002, 2004), we were 
expected to extend their work from retail book market to another prosperous 
retailing in online and conventional channels, which is the retailing of music CD, to 
investigate the pricing strategies in a different but similar retailing. In next section, 
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the literature on retail pricing and advertising strategies was reviewed, and it 
explained why retailers generally discount the items in high demand, contradicting 
the conventional demand-supply models, in which when demand is higher, the price 
will be higher. 
2.3 Literature on Retail Pricing and Advertising 
Strategies 
In marketing literature, retail pricing and advertising strategies have received 
considerable attention in recent two decades. It has been widely believed that 
customers use advertised prices to form expectations about the prices of other 
products for a given store. Stores could advertise the discounted prices of some 
high-demand items to signal the prices of other products and attract consumers into 
their stores. A lot of theoretical and empirical research has been done investigating 
the retail pricing and advertising strategies. 
In marketing literature, Feichtinger et al. (1988) investigated the pricing and 
advertising policies which influenced on customers’ overall price expectations. The 
authors showed that the price image and advertising of a store determined the 
amount of customers attracted to the store.  
In practice, multi-product stores advertise some of their products at relative low 
prices to attract consumers to the store, and charge the non-advertised items at 
regular prices. The revenue from low-priced advertised items comes from the profit 
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from other regular-priced products. The extreme form of this practice is loss-leader 
pricing. Loss leader pricing is the practice of setting prices on selected products at 
low levels, and the products used as loss leaders are usually well known brands and 
frequently purchased products. Traditional loss leader story suggested that customer 
chose the store at which they would shop based on the price of one good, and then 
purchased that good along with others, on which retailers earned their profit (Busch 
et al 1985).  
To the best of our knowledge, Hess and Gerstner (1987) made the first attempt to 
study advertised pricing strategy by building formal model. They identify the 
distinction between “impulse goods” (good purchased on sight without price 
comparisons across stores) and “shopping goods” (good for which a shopper 
compares price). In the model, they assumed that stores sell a selection of “impulse 
goods” and only one shopping good as a leader product, consumers were informed 
and rational, and each of them visited only one store in each period. The authors 
argued that a store could advertise shopping goods at the price below marginal cost 
to attract customers to the store and made profits through the purchase of impulse 
goods.  
Simester (1995) studied retail pricing by analyzing a signaling model of pricing and 
assumed that a store’s cost was hidden from its competitor and consumers. He 
explained how and when stores could use their advertised prices to signal the prices 
of other non-advertised items in the store. Similarly, Bagwell and Ramey (1994) 
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provided a coordination explanation for lower advertised pricing. They conjectured 
that some stores could exploit economies of scale in retailing better than other stores. 
Then, if such a store obtained many customers, it could offer lower prices because it 
realized economies of scale. Thus, lower advertised pricing could credibly signal 
which store had the economies of scale and acted as a coordination device.  
Lal and Matutes (1994) presented a model investigating role of advertising as a 
commitment to attract consumers to the store. They showed that the equilibrium 
existed where each firm must advertise at least one good, which was a commitment 
to guarantee a positive surplus to consumers. Consumers made their shopping plan 
based on this advertised prices and the rationally formed expectations about the 
unadvertised prices. In the equilibrium, they showed that consumers rationally 
expected firms to set high prices for the unadvertised good, meaning their 
reservation value of unadvertised good was high. 
Another school of studies starts from the price discrimination viewpoint to 
investigate how to use the advertised pricing strategies. Nagle and Novak (1988) 
hypothesized the existence of price shoppers over whom stores competed as well as 
a set of "convenience shoppers" associated with each store. They argued that there 
were certain demographic characteristics such as the number of children in a family, 
income, number of adults that work, etc., which would make a shopper more likely 
to be either a price shopper or a convenience shopper. Using grocery store data they 
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then provided empirical evidence suggesting that items most often purchased by 
price shoppers had lower mark ups than other items. 
Later, Simester (1996) considered a market in which there were two sellers. Each 
seller had a set of customers that were loyal to him, buying from the same seller 
regardless of the price; while there was also a group of customers called switching 
customers who purchased from the firm which offered the greater surplus. In this 
market setting, the author showed that in general it was more efficient to price those 
goods as loss leaders, for which switching customers had stronger demand than loyal 
customers. 
Recently, DeGraba (2003) proposed a price discrimination explanation for 
advertised pricing. His model suggested that a product determined to be an 
advertised discount item, should be the one purchased primarily by high profit 
customers, who purchased a larger basket of goods. It was implied that advertised 
pricing might be viewed as a way for firms to compete more enthusiastically for 
more profitable customers. 
From the above review, we can see that most of the research in advertised pricing 
strategies was theoretical. But there were few empirical studies in this area, due to 
the lack of information on retail costs (Chevalier et al. 2003). Walters and McKenzie 
(1988) empirically studied advertised pricing, in which the effects of advertised 
pricing of discounted items and other promotional strategies on store sales, profit, 
and store traffic were investigated. The data were collected from two supermarket 
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chains over a period of 131 weeks regarding the weekly price promotional activities. 
After the data analysis, the authors concluded that advertised pricing strategies did 
not affect store profit, and had little influence on store traffic. However, Chevalier et 
al. (2003) conducted am empirical study at Chicago and they found that a 
Chicago-area supermarket systematically reduced margins at seasonal demand peaks, 
which behavior was consistent with the use of loss leaders. Furthermore, Lee and 
Png (2004) found empirically in book retailing market that booksellers discounted 
bestsellers to attract customers, due to the presence of substantial fixed buyer 
switching costs. It suggested that the advertised pricing strategies were effective in 
increasing store traffic. 
In summary, most of the previous research suggested that the strategy of discounting 
advertised items (usually the bestselling items) could attract consumers into stores 
and generate higher store traffic accordingly. The main reason for this was the fact 
that retailers sold many products, and consumers bought several products on a given 
visit to the store. Retailer’s return from discounting advertised item was the profit 
contributed from customers’ expected purchases of regular-priced items. To attract 
more consumers, retailers compete with their rivals by using this advertising strategy 
to different extents. In addition, consumers pay more attention to the bestselling 
products. This is why retailers generally discount the items in high demand. By 
empirically investigating the strategy of discounting bestsellers in online and 
conventional channels, we can indirectly address the question whether online market 
is more competitive than conventional market.  
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Chapter 3 
Research Model and Hypotheses 
3.1 Overview 
In this chapter the hypotheses are proposed. In the first set of hypotheses, we apply 
an indirect approach to test the impact of store-level factors on bestseller pricing for 
conventional retailers and Internet retailers separately. In the second set of 
hypotheses, based on the switching cost theory, we indirectly compare the switching 
cost in online and conventional channels by comparing the extent of bestseller 
discount in two channels. Research hypotheses are proposed, operationalizing 
independent variables and dependent variables for subsequent empirical testing. 
3.2 Empirical Model  
Unlike previous scholars focusing on book market, we studied the retailing of music 
CD, which is quite different from book retailing for being dominated by minor 
retailers that have considerable market power. As noted in the introduction, only in 
May 2000, has the US FTC announced that it has reached separate settlement 
agreements with the five largest distributors of recorded music who sold 
approximately 85% of all CDs purchased in the US to end their allegedly illegal 
advertising policies (MAP) that affected retail prices for CDs. These settlements 
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would eliminate these policies and should help restore much-needed competition to 
the retail music market in US.  
Most of the studies on pricing patterns of music market used the data collected 
before year 2000 (e.g., Bailey 1998, Brynjolfsson and Smith 2000), when the 
settlements was announced. Since at present the retailers have regained the right of 
setting up the prices of music CDs at their own purpose and competition has returned 
to this retailing, it would be meaningful to observe the pricing strategy and pricing 
pattern of the CD market.  
Besides the settlement announced to music market, the retail of music market is an 
interesting candidate to study for another two reasons. One is that, in US market, 
music CDs can be uniquely identified by a record label catalog number. This 
standard characteristic of CD enables the unbiased data collection across Internet and 
conventional channels. The other is that, music CDs are one of the most popular 
products sold through various Internet and conventional stores. In 2003, US as the 
number one in the world’s top 10 major music markets accounted for 37% of both 
online and offline sales (IFPI 2003). 
Usually, when you step into a conventional music store or browse the website of an 
online music store, it’s easy to notice that sellers discount more on the most popular 
(best-selling) items. This is quite similar to the phenomenon observed by many 
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researchers in supermarkets (see, Walters and McKenzie 1988; Chevalier et al. 2003) 
and book market (see, Lee and Png 2004). 
Based on the previous literature review, the behavior of discounting bestsellers can 
be explained by advertising strategies. Retailer advertises the discounts on 
bestsellers, which in turn signal the store pricing image. As a consequent, this 
behavior will affect consumers’ store choice. When consumers come to the store, 
they would like to shop around and might purchase regular-priced unadvertised 
items. The purpose of using this strategy is that retailers expect to attract consumers 
by advertising the bestsellers and make profits from their purchases of regular-priced 
unadvertised items. But the essential to this strategy is that once into the store, 
consumers experience some form of switching costs preventing them from shopping 
elsewhere; or the retailers would be unable to make profit by using this strategy. To 
exploit buys switching costs once they enter the store, store-level factors, such as the 
selection of products and their availability, would be critical in affecting buyers’ 
purchase decision. 
Lee and Png (2004) found that bookstores discount bestsellers to attract customers; 
this was mainly to exploit consumer’s fixed switching cost when they came into 
stores. Larger stores with more products and categories could provide broader 
choices for consumers when they entered the stores. They argued that larger stores 
with more selection and availability of regular-priced items (called “store scope”), 
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charged lower prices for bestsellers to attract consumers, which also indirectly 
confirmed that the substantial switching cost is significant among book buyers. 
Following them, this study adopted their approach to indirectly test the existence of 
switching costs in music retail market for both conventional and online music stores. 
Music CD is similar to book as a homogeneous product, in which product 
differentiation almost doesn’t exist. Following the industry practice, music stores 
generally discount bestsellers as advertising or signaling to attract consumers. Thus 
we expected the empirical results of music retailing would be similar to those of 
book market. Following Lee and Png (2004), we propose that the extent of the 
discount on bestsellers should increase with the store scope, which consisted of 
store-level factors and can be used to exploit consumer’s switching cost.  
For conventional music stores, “store scope” should measure store level factors that 
represent the scale of the store, the amount of CD albums in and product categories 
on shelves. These factors were for consumers to shop around once enter the store and 
provided the chance for them to purchase the unadvertised items. Thus, the “store 
scope” was measured by the store area, number of titles, and number of other 
product categories for conventional stores. Thus, we hypothesize, 
H1a. The extent of advertised discounts of conventional stores increases with 
the store area; 
H1b. The extent of advertised discounts of conventional stores increases with 
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the number of titles; 
H1c. The extent of advertised discounts of conventional stores increases with the 
number of other product categories; 
Compared to the conventional stores, online stores don’t have physical presence, but 
just operate via Internet websites. This characteristic makes its “store scope” a bit 
different to that of conventional stores. For online music stores, “store scope” should 
also measure online store-level factors that represent the scale of the store, the 
amount of CD albums and product categories on website. Lack of physical presence, 
the “store scope” cannot be measured by store area. However, for online stores, their 
visitors can be calculated correctly with the help of network technology, the number 
of which could be used to stand for its store scale. This is because store with larger 
customer base might experience a relatively higher volume of transactions and 
accordingly enjoy the economies of scale. As for the other two measures of the 
“store scope”, they were the same with conventional stores, namely number of titles, 
and number of other product categories for online stores. Hence, we hypothesize, 
H2a. The extent of advertised discounts of online stores increases with the 
number of titles; 
H2b. The extent of advertised discounts of online stores increases with the 
number of other product categories; 
H2c. The extent of advertised discounts of online stores increases with the 
number of visitors; 
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Switching cost, preventing consumers from going to rival’s store for shopping, is a 
barrier of perfect competition. By comparing the switching cost of online and 
conventional channels, we can indirectly measure the degree of competition in 
online markets. Let’s give an example for explanation here. Suppose if the switching 
cost of a market is low, it will be quite easy for consumers to switch among 
competitor stores and make the purchase at the store with the lowest price. Due to 
easy switching among stores, the price competition would especially fierce in this 
market, so that to an extreme case, retailers might be forced to set their prices equal 
to their marginal cost—an outcome of Bertrand competition. This is how the 
switching cost affects the competition of a market.  
For a consumer of a conventional store, if she/he wants to switch from one store to 
another, she/he will have to incur the traveling time and transportation cost; while, 
for a consumer of an online store, only one-click can make her/him switched 
between stores. It seems much “easier” and more convenient to switch between 
online stores than between conventional stores. This suggests that the switching cost 
is lower in online than conventional market. Then, we can imply that if buyer 
switching cost is lower in online than conventional market, online market is more 
competitive than conventional market. 
If the switching cost is lower in online channels than in conventional channels, then 
it’s difficult for online stores to lock in consumers and exploit their switching cost by 
making them purchase other regular-priced items. Thus online stores won’t discount 
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more on bestsellers compared to conventional stores. This is the same with the 
empirical evidence found by Lee and Png (2002) that bestseller discounts was 
smaller in online than conventional book markets. Hence we operationalize our main 
hypothesis that buyer switching cost is lower in online than conventional market by 
hypothesizing that, 
H3. Discounts on advertised items are relatively lower in online than 
conventional channels. 
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Chapter 4  
Research Methodology 
4.1 Overview 
This chapter elaborates the research methodology. It describes the procedures 
engaged in data collection from both conventional and online music markets, and 
further, it explains how the observations of independent and dependent variables 
were recorded in both channels. Moreover, for online stores, it specifies how the 
self-developed software was used to gather the needed data.  
4.2 Data Collection in US market 
To oprationalize the test of our hypotheses, we made a selection of CD titles for 
comparison before starting the data collection. A total of 40 titles were examined. 
Half of them were selected as the bestsellers and the rest were chosen as 
non-bestsellers. This is because, following the industry practice, music stores 
generally advertise discounts on bestsellers, thus to study the pricing strategies and 
patterns on bestsellers to non-bestsellers, it is necessary to include the latter ones for 
examination, which are usually regarded as the unadvertised items in music stores. 
Therefore, by studying on bestsellers and non-bestsellers together, the pricing 
strategies and patterns can be well captured in both online and conventional music 
CD markets.  
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Bestseller titles were selected from the top twenty albums in Billboard’s best-selling 
album list at the week of Apr 18, 2004. As for the non-bestsellers, we chose nineteen 
titles consisting of the top 20 albums in Billboard’s best-selling album list at the 
week of Apr 20, 2003, which excluded one title that was among bestsellers of week 
Apr 18, 2004. In summary, a total of 39 titles were selected to constitute the final list 
for survey. 
During the week of Apr 18, 2004, one surveyor was employed to investigate the 
pricing of the thirty-nine titles and record store attributes at music store in Atlanta, 
Georgia. The surveyor was asked to make sure that the record label catalogue 
number, which is on the cover of CD album and can uniquely identify CDs in US 
market, was exactly the same as described in our title list. In addition, the surveyor 
was asked to report the estimated store area (Area), the number of CD albums in 
stock (Titles), and the number of other product categories (Categories) for each store 
respectively. At the beginning, we planned to survey ten music stores in Atlanta 
within that week, but due to the time limitation of our surveyor, finally the he only 
visited five different conventional music stores (Table 1 displays the store names) in 
Atlanta. Though it didn’t reach our original goal, the dataset is large enough for 
analysis. 
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Table 1. Five Conventional Music Store 
Store Name Store Area (sq. feet) No. of Titles No. of Other Categories 
Tower Records 10,000 80,000 3 
FYE 2,300 2,100 2 
BestBuy 
120,000 50,000 7 
CircuiteCity 150,000 60,000 8 
Walmart 
50,000 20,000 8 
During the same week of Apr 18, 2004, ten Internet music stores were visited to 
investigate the pricing of the thirty-nine titles, and retailers’ attributes. To select the 
Internet music stores, we used the list of CD retailers at Yahoo! because Yahoo! was 
believed to be both comprehensive and unbiased (retailers were listed at no charge) 
(Brynjolfsson and Smith 2000). From the list, the top ten popular websites selling 
music CDs were chosen. After selecting the online stores, we proceeded to visit the 
stores one by one and manually collected the pricing information of the thirty-nine 
titles and retailer’s attributes respectively, at the same time we kept in mind to make 
sure the record label catalogue number was exactly the same as described in our list. 
But for some online stores, such as CDNow (during our survey period it belonged to 
Amazon.com), it didn’t provide the catalogue numbers of CDs, and then we took 
extremely care to make sure that the version and the CD cover were exactly the same 
with those for the same title of other stores. 
As for the store scope of online stores, it was easy to collect the number of other 
product categories except CD albums (Categories). The number of visitors per 
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month (Visitors) for a given website was achieved from Trafficranking.com1. But it 
was almost impossible to directly calculate the real amount of CD albums (Titles) of 
online music stores since none of our sample online stores provided information on 
this issue. Hence we used a technique to indirectly estimate the amount of titles for a 
given online store. This method was elaborated in the next paragraph. Since at last 
only five conventional stores were surveyed, we chose the top five online music 
stores (Table 2 displays the store names) from our sample to make conventional and 
online stores balance, meaning that finally we got the five music stores for each of 
online and conventional channels for further study. 
Table 2. Five Online Music Stores 

















CDUniverse.com 5484 402 4 
Since from the websites of online stores we couldn’t find the accurate information on 
the stores’ selection of CDs titles, we were motivated to construct an index to 
roughly estimate the number of CD albums for a given online store. More 
specifically, we built an index of album titles randomly first, and then for each 
                                                        
1 Trafficranking.com is a website providing the traffic information of e-commerce websites. Please refer to 
www.trafficranking.com for more details. 
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online store, we checked the availability of these titles to get the number of titles out 
of this index for this store. 
First, we constructed a random sample of album titles by randomly picking up 100 
CD titles from each of the five online stores, which meant that the index consisted of 
500 CD titles altogether. As discussed previously, not all the online stores provided 
the record label catalog number on the descriptive information of an CD album; but, 
all the online music stores, issued each CD album a new and exclusive SKU (stock 
keeping unit) number instead of catalog number respectively. For instance, some 
used 6 digit numbers in SKU, while some used 10 digit numbers in SKU. This 
number at a given store could be used to construct a Web URL to get the record of a 
certain music CD and check whether this album was available. Thus, the 100 random 
titles from each online store were collected by a software written in the programming 
language C++, running on windows. As the digit numbers of SKU for each store 
were different, we had to design the program store by store. Here one example will 
be given to describe how we generated the 100 random titles for a given online store 
and how the ‘spider’ program worked. 
Here goes an example of choosing CDUniverse.com as the given online store. The 
SKU of this online store was 7 digit numbers. First, we randomly generated 7 digit 
numbers of SKU, for example, we got a number “3637497” randomly. Then the 
software named S1 used this number to construct a Web URL. That is, the number 
“3637497” was added to Web address to form a new address 
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“http://www.cduniverse.com/productinfo.asp?PID=3637497&cart=194426930”. By 
extracting this record, the software S1 judged whether this was a music CD album 
and whether this album was on sale. If this SKU didn’t represent an actual music CD 
album, then we just discarded it. This procedure was repeated until 100 titles were 
achieved. 
Next, for these 100 titles, we manually edited a text file to record the corresponding 
Album name, Artist, and Publisher. Then we proceeded to program software S2 to 
automatically survey the other four online stores for the availability these 100 titles 
and report the number of titles available at each store; for store CDUniverse.com, of 
course, the number of titles available was 100 for this time. 
The above is the working flow of how to build the index and check the availability 
of titles for each of the five online music stores. For each online store, we conducted 
the same procedures as done with CDUniverse.com by running software designed 
for itself. Finally, we got a total 500-title index and searched out the availability of 
these titles at each store, and the latter one was used to represent the store’s selection 
of titles out of 500 titles.
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Chapter 5 
Results and Analysis 
5.1 Overview 
This chapter first introduces the econometrics used in this study. Then it reports all 
the statistical analyses results in testing the hypotheses. The hypotheses were 
assessed by the estimation results from the dataset collected from conventional and 
online music CD markets of US. 
5.2 Econometric Methods 
For testing hypotheses, EVIEWS was used for data analyses. Prior to the real 
estimation of parameters, we checked the heteroskedasticity with White test and 
found this phenomenon. Thus in subsequent analyses, we applied White’s (1980) 
heteroskedasticity consistent covariance estimator to all the regressions. Specifically, 
the standard errors of the estimated parameters were replaced by the White 
heteroscedasticity consistent covariance. This is because in the presence of 
heteroskedasticity, the standard errors got from least-squares regression are not 
consistent, though the estimates are consistent. 
To provide a common basis to compare conventional and online stores, all the 
independent variables except the indicators were normalized before running 
regressions. The normalized variable was constructed by the absolute quantity less 
the average over all on-line or conventional stores divided by the standard deviation. 
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Through this transformation, all the variables got zero mean and standard deviation 
of one. 
Upon the dataset collected from both conventional and online stores, some of the CD 
titles in our survey list were not sold or out of stock temporarily in some retail stores. 
But to make sure that all titles were sold by the sample stores, we deleted the 
out-of-stock titles and the corresponding pricing information from the dataset. This 
action is to ensure that the same titles were compared across retailers of both online 
and conventional channels. Finally, a total of 26 titles (Please refer to Appendix A for 
details), consisting of 13 bestsellers and 13 non-bestsellers, were examined across 
the five online and five conventional music stores. Finally, 130 observations were 
achieved for either of the two markets and were used to test our hypotheses. 
5.3 Results for Conventional Market 
For conventional stores, the extent to which a store can exploit a consumer’s 
switching cost depends on the availability and selection of products. In this study, the 
switching cost of conventional music stores were measured by conventional ‘store 
scope’, namely store area (Area), number of titles (Titles), and number of other 
product categories (Categories) except music CDs. Table 3 presents some of the 
descriptive statistics of the samples containing the information collected from 
conventional music CD market during the week of Apr 18, 2004. 
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Table 3. Descriptive Statistics of Conventional Music Stores in US 
Variable Unit Mean St Dev Min Max 
Discount Percent 0.2 0.184 -0.54 0.58 
Bestseller Indicator 0.5 0.5 0 1 
Area Sq. feet 66460 59254.832 2300 150000 
Titles  42420 28062.13 2100 80000 
Categories  5.6 2.587 2 8 
Note: The statistics inside this table are the original data without standardization. 
Discount ---the percentage discount from the list price 
Bestseller—an indicator, representing an bestseller title 
Area---the area of the conventional store 
Titles---number of selection 
Categories---number of other categories except music CD 
To test the sub-hypotheses of H1 using least-squares regression, the independent and 
dependent variables should be operationalized first, and then the regression equation 
should be formulated. For all the regressions of conventional music stores, the 
dependent variable was the percentage discount (Discount) from the list price, which 
is the dollar discount from the list price over the list price. With respect to the 
hypotheses of H1a, H1b, and H1c, the independent variables should be 
Bestseller*Area, Bestseller*Titles, Bestseller*Categories respectively, where 
Bestseller was an indicator denoting the bestseller title. We therefore were intended 
to investigate whether the coefficients of these variables were significant, and assess 
the hypotheses with these results accordingly. 
In order to test the effect of the compound variable (e.g., Bestseller*Area, 
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Bestseller*Titles, and Bestseller*Categories) on the dependent variable accurately, 
two variables constituting the compound variable are necessary to be included in the 
regression. Here is one example. To test H1a, the regression function should be 
Discount = b0+ b1*Bestseller +b2*Area + b3*Bestseller*Area. It is the same case 
for testing H1b and H1c. This is the requirement from statistical aspect for examing 
the effect of compound variable in a regression. Furthermore, these variables (Area, 
Titles, and Categories) can be used to investigate whether larger stores give higher 
discounts on all titles but not just on bestsellers and capture scale economies. 
Bestseller as the independent variable can be used to detect the pricing practices 
whether retailers generally discount bestsellers. 
Least-squares regression results for US conventional music stores are shown in Table 
4. First, let’s look at row (a), which reports the regression with store area. The 
coefficient of Bestseller was positive and significant. This result indicates that 
consistent with the customary industry practice, conventional music CD retailers 
discounted more on bestseller titles than non-bestsellers. The coefficient of Area was 
positive and significant, suggesting that larger stores discounted more on all titles in 
general, which might be due to the economies of scale.  
However, the coefficient of the variable Bestseller*Area, was negative and 
insignificant. This is not consistent with H1a that the discount on bestsellers is 
greater with the increase of the store area. This insignificant result suggests that 
larger conventional music retailers didn’t use bestseller CD albums specially (e.g. 
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use bestseller discounts to attract consumers); rather they chose to offer a higher 
discount on all titles to exert their greater scale economies. 
Table 4, row (b) shows the regression with number of titles. Similar to the result of 
the regression with store area shown in row (a), the coefficient of Bestseller was 
positive and significant, while the coefficient of Titles was negative and insignificant. 
This estimation suggests that the selection of titles exerted almost zero effect on the 
pricing of CD albums in conventional music stores and no market power was 
detected.  
The coefficient of the variable Bestseller*Titles, was positive but not significant. 
This is not consistent with H1b that the discount on bestsellers increases with the 
enlargement of number of titles. It indicates that number of titles in conventional 
music stores didn’t significantly affect the extent of bestseller discount; retailers with 
more titles in stock didn’t offer a larger discount on bestseller titles 
Referring to row (c) in Table 4, the results of the regression with number of other 
categories except music CDs are presented. Similar to the results of the regression 
with store area shown in row (a), the coefficient of Bestseller was positive and 
significant; the coefficient of Categories was positive and significant. This shows 
that stores of larger scopes discounted more on all titles in general, which might be 
due to the economies of scope.  
Similar to the insignificant results when the conventional ‘store scope’ was measured 
by the store area and the number of titles, the coefficient of the variable 
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Bestseller*Categories, was also negative and insignificant. This is not consistent 
with H1c that the discount on bestsellers increases with the enlargement of the 
product categories of the store. This result suggests that conventional music retailers 
with larger product scopes didn’t treat bestseller titles specially (e.g. use bestseller 
discounts to attract consumers); rather they chose to offer a higher discount on all 
titles. 
The results from conventional music stores, in general, show that the store scope 
didn’t significantly affect the extent of discounting bestsellers. But the store scope 
measured by the store area and the number of product categories except music CDs, 
exerted a significant positive effect on the discounting degree of all CD items store 
wide, while the store scope measured by the number of titles on CDs had nearly zero 
effect on the pricing of all CDs store wide. Overall, the results of conventional music 
market were not consistent with the presence of buyer switching costs. 
Table 4. Least-squares Regression Results of Conventional Stores in US 
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Standard errors in parentheses 
* Significant at the 10% level 
** Significant at the 5% level 
*** Significant at the 1% level 
5.4 Results for Online Market 
According to our sub-hypotheses of H2, the switching cost scope for online music 
stores are measured by selection of titles (Titles), the number of other product 
categories (Categories) except music CDs, and the number of visitors (Visitors). We 
collected data from 5 most popular online music stores in US selected from Yahoo!. 
Table 5 presents some of the descriptive statistics of the sample containing the 
information collected from online music stores during the week of Apr 18, 2004. 
Table 5. Descriptive Statistics of Online Music Stores in US 
Variable Unit Mean St Dev Min Max 
Discount Percentage 0.203 0.09 -0.14 0.4 
Bestseller Indicator 0.5 0.5 0 1 
Titles Of 500 433.4 23.234 402 458 
Categories  5 1.42 3 7 
Visitors Per month 5466.6 943.388 4770 7273 
Note: The statistics inside this table are the original data without standardization. 
Discount---the percentage discount from the list price 
Bestseller—an indicator, representing an bestseller title 
Titles---number of selection 
Categories---number of other categories 
Visitors---the unique visitors to a website per month 
Same procedures were conducted in the analyses of the online and conventional 
music markets. For all the regressions of online music stores, the dependent variable 
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was the percentage discount (Discount) from the list price, which is the dollar 
discount from the list price over the list price. Regarding the hypotheses of H2a, H2b 
and H2c, the independent variables were Bestseller*Titles, Bestseller*Categories 
and Bestseller*Visitors respectively, where Bestseller as an indicator denoted the 
bestseller title. To assess the hypotheses, it is necessary to investigate the estimated 
coefficients of these variables about whether the estimated values of them were as 
expected. 
Recall the reasoning in building up the regression functions for conventional market 
in Section 5.3, the same form of regression formula was used to test the 
sub-hypotheses of H2. For example, for testing H2a, the regression function should 
be formulated as Discount = b0+ b1*Bestseller +b2*Titles + b3*Bestseller*Titles. It 
is the same case for testing H2b and H2c.  
Least-squares regression results for US online music stores are shown in Table 6. 
First, looking at row (a), it reports the regression with number of CD titles. The 
coefficient of Bestseller was positive and significant. This result is consistent with 
the industry practice that online music retailers discounted more on bestsellers than 
non-bestsellers generally. The coefficient of Titles was negative but not significant, 
showing that the selection of CD titles didn’t affect the pricing of CDs in online 
music stores. 
The coefficient of the variable Bestseller*Titles, was positive and significant. This 
result is consistent with H2a that the discount on bestsellers increases with the 
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enlargement of the number of CD titles, and it is also consistent with the presence of 
buyer switching costs in online market, resulting in larger online retailers 
discounting more on bestsellers to attract consumers. 
Table 6, row (b) shows the regression with the number of other categories except 
music CDs. Similar to the result of the regression with number of titles shown in row 
(a), the coefficient of Bestseller was positive and significant. But the coefficient of 
Categories was negative and significant. This result suggests that stores of larger 
scope carrying more product categories might exert their market power and inversely 
offered a relatively higher price. 
Similar to the result of regression with the number of titles among online music 
stores in row (a), the coefficient of the variable Bestseller*Categories, was positive 
and significant. This is consistent with H2b that the discount on bestsellers increases 
with the enlargement of the number of other categories in online music stores and 
implies that larger online music retailers discounted more on bestsellers to increase 
store traffic and indirectly confirms the existence of buyer switching costs  
Referring to row (c) in Table 6, the results of the regression with the number of 
visitors are presented. Similar to the result of the regression with number of titles 
shown in row (a), the coefficient of Bestseller was positive and significant, while the 
coefficient of Visitors was negative and significant. This is similar to the result of 
regression with number of other product categories, and suggests that online music 
store with a larger customer base generally charged higher prices on all titles, which 
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might be because they exerted their market power and fame on Internet, and enjoyed 
customers’ trust and loyalty. 
Consistent with the results of regression with selection of titles and number of other 
categories, the coefficient of the compound variable Bestseller*Visitors, was positive 
and significant. This result is consistent with H2c that the discount on bestsellers 
increases with the enlargement of the number of visitors, and it is also consistent 
with the presence of buyer switching costs in online market, resulting in online 
retailers with larger customer base discounting more on bestsellers to attract 
consumers.  
In summary, the results from online music stores were consistent with our 
hypotheses. It shows that the store scope measured by number of titles, number of 
other categories, and number of visitors exerted significant effects on the extent of 
discounting bestsellers. It was also found that the store scope measured by the 
number of other categories and visitors to online stores, had significant negative 
effects on the discounting degree of all CD items generally, while the store scope 
measured by the number of titles on CDs didn’t exercise significant effect on the 
pricing of all CDs store wide. The negative effect of store scope on the pricing of all 
CD albums of online stores implies that larger online stores might exert their market 
power and set relatively higher prices on all items. Overall, the results of online 
music market confirmed the presence of buyer switching costs. 
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Table 6. Least-squares Regression Results of Online Stores in US 


























































Standard errors in parentheses 
* Significant at the 10% level 
** Significant at the 5% level 
*** Significant at the 1% level 
5.5 Comparison of Online and Conventional Markets 
With respect to H3, we were intended to test whether the bestseller discount was 
lower in online than conventional channels to confirm the proposition that the buyer 
switching cost was lower in online market. Regarding the sub-hypotheses of H1 and 
H2, bestseller discounts should increase with store scope in the presence of certain 
buyers switching costs, therefore if the effect of store scope on bestseller discount 
among online stores is less than that among conventional stores, then we can imply 
that online stores discount less on bestseller titles than conventional stores. Therefore, 
the test of H3 can be transformed to test whether the effect of store scope on 
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bestseller discount among online stores was significantly less than that among 
conventional stores respectively. 
In the sub-hypotheses of H1 and H2, three-item measurements of store scope for 
either of conventional and online music channels were developed respectively: for 
conventional stores, they were the store area (Area), the number of CD titles 
(Titles_C), and the number of other product categories except CDs (Categories_C); 
for online stores, they were the number of visitors (Visitors), the number of CD titles 
(Titles_O), and the number of other product categories except CDs (Categories_O). 
Given the purpose of comparing the effect on bestseller discounts, with these 
measurements, we got three possible pairs for comparing conventional and online 
markets: the first pair was Bestseller*Area and Bestseller*Visitors; the second pair 
was Bestseller*Titles_C and Bestseller*Titles_O; and the last pair was 
Bestseller*Categories_C and Bestseller*Categories_O. The variable Bestseller as an 
indicator represented the bestseller title. We were intended to investigate whether the 
coefficient of Bestseller*Visitors, Bestseller*Titles_O, and Bestseller*Categories_O 
among online stores was significantly less than the coefficient of Bestseller*Area, 
Bestseller*Titles_C, and Bestseller*Categories_C among conventional stores 
respectively; thus altogether we formulated three regression functions. 
For all the regressions of comparing the bestseller discount between conventional 
and online music market, the dependent variable was still the percentage discount 
(Discount) from the list price, which is the dollar discount over the list price. Recall 
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the reasoning in Section 5.3 and 5.4, to test H3 by comparing the effect of Visitors 
and Area on bestseller discount, the regression function should be Discount = b0+ 
b1*Bestseller +b2*Area + b3* Visitors + b4*Bestseller*Area + 
b5*Bestseller*Visitors. It is the same case for testing the other two pairs.  
Besides these measurements for each regression function, we also included one more 
indicator, named Online, in the regression, representing the online store. It was used 
to capture whether there was general difference in pricing between conventional and 
online markets. 
As for testing H3 that online stores discount less on bestsellers than conventional 
music stores, table 7 shows the results. Referring to column (a) first, it reports the 
regression results with conventional store area and number of visitors of online store. 
The coefficient of Bestseller*Area (-0.014) was negative and not significant, while 
the coefficient of Bestseller*Visitors (0.026) was positive and significant. 
Contradicting H3, the coefficient of Bestseller*Visitors was not smaller but larger 
than the coefficient of Best*Area, while the difference was not significant, which 
was measured by one-tailed t-test (t-statistic value = 1.145). This suggests that online 
stores didn’t discount less but insignificantly more on bestsellers than conventional 
stores, which was not consistent with H3. 
The coefficient of Area (0.054) was positive and significant. This indicates that, 
larger conventional stores exercised some extent economies of scale, and offered 
heavier discounts on all titles. But the coefficient of Visitors (-0.04) was negative and 
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significant, which suggests that online stores with larger customer base charged 
higher prices of CDs in general. This might be explained by the reason that 
consumers were willing to pay a slightly higher price to online retailers with higher 
reputation and fame. 
The coefficient of Bestseller (0.067) was positive and significant, which indicated 
that both online and conventional stores discount bestsellers 6.7% point higher than 
non-bestsellers. This might be due to the loss leader effects and lower wholesale 
costs of bestseller titles. The coefficient of Online (0.015) was positive but 
insignificant, which implies that online stores didn’t significantly discount more on 
all titles systematically compared to conventional stores. This result was inconsistent 
with the previous studies arguing that online stores charges lower than conventional 
stores (e.g, Brynjolfsson and Smith 2000). 
Column (b) presents the regression results with the number of music CD titles in 
conventional and online stores. The results of Bestseller and Online were similar to 
those with conventional store scope measured by store area and online store scope 
measured by visitor number shown in column (a). The coefficient of 
Bestseller*Titles_C (0.027) was positive and not significant, while the coefficient of 
Bestseller*Titles_O (0.024) was positive and significant. Inconsistent with H3, the 
coefficient of Bestseller*Titles_O was not significantly smaller than that of 
Best*Titles_C, which was measured by one-tailed t-test (t-statistic value = -0.08). 
The result suggests that bestseller discount was not significantly less in online than 
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conventional stores, which was not consistent with our hypothesis.  
The coefficients of Titles_C and Titles_O were both insignificant. This suggests that 
neither of online stores and conventional stores with more selection of titles offered 
larger discount on all CDs in general. 
Column (c) shows the regression results with the number of categories in 
conventional and online stores. The results of Bestseller and Online were similar to 
those with conventional store scope measured by store area and online store scope 
measured by visitor number shown in column (a). The coefficient of 
Bestseller*Categories_C (-0.016) was negative and not significant, while the 
coefficient of Bestseller*Categories_O (0.032) was positive and significant. 
Contradicting H3, the coefficient of Bestseller*Categories_O was not smaller but 
larger than the coefficient of Best*Categories_C, and the difference was marginally 
significant, which was measured by one-tailed t-test (t-statistic value = 1.438). The 
result shows that online stores offered larger bestseller discounts than conventional 
stores, significantly contradicting H3.  
The coefficient of Categories_C (0.062) was positive and significant, which 
indicated some extent of the economies of scope regarding number of product 
categories in conventional channels. But the coefficient of Categories_O (-0.033) 
was negative and significant. This suggests that online stores with larger product 
categories charged higher prices of CDs in general. We might infer that larger online 
stores exerted some degree of market power on CD pricing. 
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Surprisingly, from the above analysis, no evidence was found to support H3. This is 
quite different from the result of book market studied by Lee and Png (2002). 
Different from expectation, the effect of store scope on bestseller discount among 
online music stores was not less than that among conventional music stores 
respectively. The results suggest that the bestseller discount was not smaller in online 
stores than conventional stores. Specifically, when regressing with number of 
product categories of both conventional and online stores, we found that online 
music stores offered higher discounts on bestsellers than conventional stores. 
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Table 7. Least-squares Regression Results of Online and Conventional Stores in US 






















Titles_C  -0.0187 
(0.02545) 
 





Titles_O  -0.0036 
(0.0129) 
 




















  0.0315** 
(0.014) 
N 260 260 260 
R2 0.131 0.066376 0.1408 
F-statistic 6.328211 2.997835 6.911458 
Hypothesis test: 
t-statistic 
1.145 -0.08 1.438* 
Standard errors in parentheses 
* Significant at the 10% level 
** Significant at the 5% level 
*** Significant at the 1% level




Discussion and Implications 
6.1 Overview 
This chapter interprets the results from the data analyses. It discusses the possible 
reasons why only the two hypotheses of online stores’ pricing strategies were 
supported while no evidence was found to support other hypotheses in Chapter 3. As 
the findings are not consistent with our hypotheses regarding the effects of switching 
costs on pricing strategies, this chapter presents several alternative explanations for 
the results accordingly. Each hypothesis is explored in greater detail as below and 
the implications are presented.  
6.2 Discussion of Results and Implications 
This paper empirically studied the pricing strategies and patterns in music CD 
market. Following Lee and Png’s (2002, 2004) approach, we indirectly measured the 
degree of competition in online markets. First, we hypothesized that the extent of 
discounting advertised items increased with “store scope” in both conventional and 
online channels. As it costs less for consumers to switch among online than 
conventional stores, we hypothesized that the extent of advertised discounts should 
be lower in online than conventional channels. However, from the results in Chapter 
5, out of the seven hypotheses, only H2a, H2b and H2c were supported, while the 
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rest were supported by no evidence. 
6.2.1 Conventional Market 
From the results of Table 4 in Chapter 5, we found that none of the parameters of 
Bestsellers*Area, Bestsellers*Titles, and Bestsellers*Categories was significant, 
and thus none of H1a, H1b, and H1c was supported by the data from conventional 
music market. It indicates that larger conventional music stores didn’t discount 
bestsellers more than non-bestseller items. In other words, bestseller titles were not 
rebated more with the increase of store scope. However, these results are different 
from those of conventional book market in US as reported by Lee and Png (2004). In 
that study, they noted that bestseller discounts increased with the store scope in 
conventional book market. 
Though the sub-hypotheses of H1 were not supported by our dataset, our result still 
shows that the average discount on bestsellers was 8.5% point higher than that on 
non-bestsellers for conventional music stores. This is consistent with the industry 
practice, and the possible reason for this phenomenon might be due to the relative 
lower wholesale costs of bestsellers. It is also found that stores with larger area and 
more categories charged less on all titles. This could be explained by the scale 
economies and scope economies respectively, which benefit larger stores. 
The differences between the findings in conventional music CD and book markets 
seem fairly surprising and unexpected. Inconsistent with conventional book market, 
the results from this study didn’t ascertain the existence of switching costs among 
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CD buyers at conventional stores. Usually, consumers are considered to incur a 
certain cost (such as time and money) in traveling/switching among conventional 
stores. Correspondingly, retailers choose to discount advertised items to attract 
consumers into store and exploit their switching costs. This practice has been 
identified in conventional book market. Thus, the different pricing patterns and 
strategies in music CD market are worth further investigating. To fully understand 
why music CD market didn’t follow the practice in presence of substantial switching 
costs, it is necessary for us to go in depth into the music markets to find out the 
underlying reasons. 
One possible explanation of conventional music store’s abnormal practice goes to 
the nature of music CDs. Different from book, CD is much easier to get copied, and 
the pirated music CD can be purchased at extremely low price or downloaded for 
free from Internet. Music executives blamed rampant piracy and file sharing across 
"peer-to-peer" networks, such as Kazaa, for a staggering 31% sales drop from 2000 
to 2003, and that piracy cost artists and record labels US$ 700 million per year 
(McCarthy, 2003). Experiencing the difficult time of sales drop, the retailers are 
trying to make their profit on a per CD basis to compete with their illegal 
competitors and survive. At the same time, the fact that many consumers are buying 
less music is mainly because they believe CD prices are too high not worth the usual 
price--US$ 18 to US$ 20, instead they would like to purchase CD at the lowest price 
at the risk of purchasing the pirated music. Then if retailers set very low price of 
bestsellers to attract consumers to stores and set other titles at regular price, once 
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consumers entered the store, they would just purchase the heavily discounted 
bestsellers but wouldn’t purchase any other regular priced items. In this case, 
retailers might not make any profit on bestsellers but on the contrary lose money. 
Another possible reason for this might be due to the hierarchy of music industry. In 
book industry, there are thousands of publishers, while the music industry is 
controlled by just a few labels (Economist 1997). As lack of various distributor 
companies in music market, retailers’ rights are restricted when negotiating the 
wholesale price with the distributors. It is difficult for music retailers to get their best 
perceived prices, which are totally decided by the distributors; owing to no more 
choices of distributors, retailers have to bear this. As commented by Atkinson (2002), 
it might be only when the sales of a CD exceeded a large volume, such as 300,000 or 
so, would this album be priced lower even less than 16 bucks at the distributor side; 
but the problem was that few of the tens of thousands of CDs released every year 
sold as many as 300,000, while most classical CDs sold less than 3000. This 
situation together with the relative high operation costs might prevent conventional 
music retailers from discounting bestsellers to higher degree. 
From the above reasoning, we note that pricing policies in conventional music 
market tend to be biased against our hypotheses by the bad situation of this market. 
Therefore we didn’t find the evidence that conventional stores used bestseller 
discounts, and the results didn’t ascertain the existence of switching costs among CD 
buyers at conventional stores. Moreover, we found that conventional stores with 
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larger area and more categories discounted more on all titles owing to the scale 
economies and scope economies respectively, which benefits larger stores.  
For conventional music stores to use the bestseller pricing strategies, the cooperation 
from CD record distributors is needed. If the distributor companies would like to 
cooperate to bring music fans back to the stores and lower the wholesale prices, it 
will be more flexible for conventional retailers to price the albums. With the lower 
prices of all CD titles store wide, larger stores might discount bestsellers more to 
attract consumers. When shop around the store, consumers would consider the prices 
of non-bestsellers are also reasonable and make more purchases, which will in turn 
generate stores’ profit. Recently, while fighting piracy with lawsuits does not seem to 
be helping to bring users back into the shops, Universal, the world's largest music 
company announced to lower wholesale prices of its CDs. Jerry Hart, vice president 
for retail at CMJ Music commented that this plan was embraced by many retailers 
who sold incredible volume on Universal product (New York Times, 2003). 
6.2.2 Online Market 
Table 6 in Chapter 5 reports that the coefficients of Bestseller*Titles, 
Bestseller*Categories, and Bestseller*Visitors were all positive and significant，
supporting our hypotheses regarding online music market. It’s shown that larger 
online stores with store scope measured by number of titles, number of other product 
categories, and number of visitors discounted bestsellers more than non-bestsellers. 
The results were consistent with those of online book market in US reported by Lee 
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and Png (2004). 
The evidence supporting the hypotheses suggests that online retailers use advertised 
discounts to exploit consumers’ switching costs by their wide selection of titles and 
various product categories. This is consistent with previous research that switching 
costs have powerful effects on pricing strategies (Klemperer and Padilla 1997) and 
indirectly confirms that consumers’ switching costs exist among online music CD 
buyers. It also indicates that online music retailers with larger customer base 
discounted more on bestsellers than non-bestsellers. But the prices they charged for 
all titles store wide were a bit higher as compared to other online music stores. This 
assumes that online music stores on the one hand discounted more on bestsellers to 
attract consumers’ eyeballs; on the other hand, they were enjoying the loyalty and 
trust from their consumers by charging a bit higher prices for all the CD titles. 
In addition, the coefficient of Bestseller was 0.049 and significant. Consistent with 
the industry practice, in online music retailing, the average discount on bestsellers 
was 4.9% point higher than that on non-bestsellers, which might be due to the lower 
wholesale costs on bestsellers and loss leader effects. It was also found that the store 
scope measured by number of other categories and visitors to online stores had 
significant negative effects on the discount degree of all CD items generally. The 
former one implies that online stores with broader product categories might exert 
their market power and charge relatively higher prices on all items. The latter one 
indicates that online stores with lager customer base might exercise their reputation 
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among customers for reliability, and consumers would like to pay a slightly higher 
price to these retailers, which is consistent with the finding of Brynjolfsson and 
Smith (2000) on the dominance of certain heavily branded retailers. 
However, here we got one problem why conventional and online music stores didn’t 
follow the same pricing strategy. Why did online music stores use bestsellers to 
increase store traffic while conventional music stores didn’t? A possible reason for 
this phenomenon might be due to the lower entry and operation cost of online stores. 
Though facing the same problems of piracy and free-downloading, online music 
stores have more flexibility in setting the prices of all their CD items owing to the 
lower cost. This allows retailers charge bestsellers at very low level to attract 
consumers into store and then exploit consumers’ switching costs. As the prices of 
other unadvertised items are also at low level, consumers might browse around and 
purchase some regular-priced items, which generate the retailer’s profit. Simester 
(1995) analyzed that the price of the advertised item at the low-cost store could be 
lower than the competitor store, and consumers could infer the price of the 
unadvertised goods from the price of the advertised good. This store pricing image 
therefore could further affect consumer’s choice of which store to shop. This also 
explains why larger online retailers possibly set more discount on bestsellers to 
attract and lock-in customers. 
Another possible explanation is due to the lack of physical image of 
bricks-and-mortar stores for online music stores. With the physical space, 
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conventional music stores can attract consumers by providing a better purchase 
environment and better face-to-face services to attract consumers. But for online 
music stores, the best way to advertise their ‘store image’ to consumers is to use 
pricing strategies, to attract consumer’s attention. Note that most online music 
shoppers are those looking for lower price, and CD consumers usually pay relatively 
more attention to the bestseller titles, thus if online music retailers could well grasp 
this characteristic of consumers, they can succeed in increasing store traffic by 
discounting bestsellers a bit more. 
Comparing to switching among conventional stores, it is fairly easy for consumers to 
make price comparison and switch among online stores just by one-mouse click. 
Since online market appears to have low switching costs, it is difficult for online 
stores to lock-in customers and further exploit their switching costs. Our results from 
online music market, however, show that larger online stores discounted more on 
bestsellers to attract customers, indirectly confirming that the existence of switching 
costs among online CD buyers. The explanation for our findings might be that online 
stores found new ways to lock-in consumers, though the conventional switching 
costs in traveling, searching sand comparing, have been removed. Novak et al. (2000) 
suggested that website design could indirectly affect the retention of online 
consumers; other studies suggested the influences of customer-royalty program, 
personalization of user profiles, and affiliate programs (Smith et al. 1999; Bakos, 
2001) on online retention. Since many online stores personalize their websites to 
individual customers, those customers build up expertise in using a particular site. 
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The expertise is website specific, thus consumers would experience switching costs 
in moving from a familiar site to a new one, which helps to lock-in consumers into 
their familiar websites. Therefore, online stores can take advantage from discounting 
more on bestsellers to attract consumers and exploit their switching costs with their 
broad and wide selections. 
6.2.3 Comparison of Online and Conventional Markets 
From the analysis of Chapter 5, we find that H3 was not supported by the data from 
online and conventional music markets, which proposed that the bestseller discount 
was higher in conventional than online stores. In fact, contradicting our proposition 
of the lower switching costs in online channels, the evidence shows that the discount 
of bestseller was not less in online than conventional stores, and online music stores 
used bestsellers to increase store traffic. The result was not consistent with that of 
book market in US reported by Lee and Png (2002). They found that conventional 
book stores discounted more bestsellers than online book stores, indirectly 
confirming that the cost was higher for book buyers to switch among conventional 
than online stores. 
Previous studies considered that due to the convenient feature of online stores, the 
switching cost should be lower in online than conventional channels. If this is the 
case, then online stores won’t take more advantage from heavy bestseller discounts 
and won’t discount more on bestsellers compared to conventional stores. But the 
results from music markets were totally different from the traditional assumption. On 
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the contrary, it’s reported that the discount of bestseller was not less in online than 
conventional stores, and online music stores used discounted bestsellers to attract 
consumers, while this strategy was not evidenced by conventional music retailing. 
The surprising result might be attributed to the special characteristics of music CD 
market, which have been discussed in details in section 6.2.1 and section 6.2.2. 
Conventional and online music market faced different operation costs and different 
economic models, thus they chose different pricing strategies and presented 
dissimilar pricing patterns. With the great sales drop due to the piracy and free 
downloading music from Internet, conventional stores would like to make profit 
from each single CD album. Though they also discounted bestsellers more than other 
items, there is a relative high bottom line because of the high overall costs. Hence, in 
stead of discounting more on bestsellers to non-bestsellers, we found that 
conventional music stores with larger area and more categories discounted more on 
all titles owing to scale economies and scope economies respectively. The results 
suggest that conventional music stores didn’t take the advantage of bestseller pricing 
strategy, and it seems they didn’t use this higher bestseller discounts to attract 
consumers. This might be one possible explanation why H3 was not supported by 
the dataset. 
Another reason might be due to the different advertising strategies used by online 
music stores. As online stores have the advantage of lower entry and operation costs, 
they have the capacity to set bestsellers at a lower level but won’t loss money. Note 
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that most people shopping online aim to get convenience and save money and CD 
album is almost homogeneous product without product differentiation, thus lower 
price on bestseller title would be the best advertising strategy of online stores to 
attract online customers, especially in the presence of buyer switching costs. 
In conclusion, owing to the specific characteristics of music CD market and the 
current awful market situation, online and conventional channels didn’t exercise the 
same pricing strategies. The differences in pricing policies in both channels tended to 
bias the results against our hypotheses H3. Thus we didn’t find any evidence that 
online music stores discounted less on bestsellers than conventional stores and 
moreover, the findings didn’t support the research question that online market was 
more competitive than conventional market in music industry. 
The piracy and free-downloading problems make the situation of music CD markets 
very bad (such as the falling sales and decreasing customers), especially 
conventional music market. To solve these problems, US government has been 
fighting piracy with lawsuits in recent years. But this action does not seem to be 
helping to bring consumers back into the stores. Since the most important reason for 
slumping music sales is that customers believe CDs cost too much and not worth the 
high prices as compared to pirated products, it seems that lowing CD prices might be 
an effective way to compete with piracy and win the consumers back. This plan in 
fact demands the cooperation between distributors and retailers. For example, to 
fight with piracy, Universal, has cut prices on new releases by 24% to 31% to 
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retailers who agree to certain conditions, which is mainly to lower wholesale CD 
prices.  
However, some distributors are unhappy with Universal as they claim that Universal 
is trying to tell retailers how to sell and price their music. And the remaining "Big 
Five" music companies - Warner, Sony, EMI and BMG have not yet made any effort 
to follow Universal and reduce their prices, but instead wait and see how consumers 
respond to Universal's price cuts before making decisions. Thus it would be expected 
to investigate the music market again when this new pricing strategy is accepted by 
all the music companies and music fans come back to music stores again. 
 





In concluding this thesis, this chapter first discusses the contributions and strength of 
this study, then states the limitations and factors that should be taken into account to 
in future studies. 
7.2 Contribution and Strength 
This paper empirically studied the pricing strategies and patterns in music CD 
market. Unlike previous studies directly comparing prices between online and 
conventional channels, following Lee and Png’s (2002, 2004)s approach, we 
indirectly measured the degree of competition in online markets by considering the 
implication of how the differences in buyer switching costs affected the relative 
pricing of bestseller items. The evidence from online music retailing supported the 
hypothesis that the extent of advertised discounts increased with “store scope” of 
online channels, which reveals that online music stores use discounted bestsellers to 
increase store traffic. However, no evidence was found to support the other 
hypotheses in Chapter 3. Hence, the proposition regarding the higher degree of 
competition in online than conventional markets was not supported. This might be 
due to the special characteristics of music CD market, such as the piracy and free 
downloading music from Interne, which seriously affected the pricing strategies and 
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patterns of conventional music retailing. 
Our research contributes to the extant literature on pricing strategies and patterns in 
the following ways. First, unlike most empirical studies focusing on the book market, 
this study chose to study the music CD market, which has been successfully 
migrated online and enjoyed considerable growth and sales since the emergence of 
ecommerce. Though books and music CDs are both homogeneous products, the 
music CD market is less standardized than the book market. For example, each book 
owns a unique ISBN number and consumers can easily find this ISBN either in 
conventional or online stores; but for CD album, though it owns an exclusive catalog 
number on its cover, most online stores don’t describe this information on website. 
This makes it a bit difficult in confirming the version of CD album at online stores. 
Second, this study empirically reexamined the results of Lee and Png (2002, 2004) 
with another homogeneous product market and achieved different findings. As 
shown by our results, the pricing strategies and patterns of conventional music CD 
markets were not consistent with those of conventional book markets, while the 
strategies and patterns in online markets of music CDs and books were similar, 
confirming the existence of switching cost among online CD buyers. The differences 
resulted in the situation that no evidence supported our hypothesis that online stores 
took less advantage of larger bestseller discounts and discounted less than 
conventional stores. Several explanations were described and some suggestions for 
retailers and record distributors were proposed. 
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Third, our findings shed some light on how online and conventional channels 
employed different pricing strategies to sell music CDs. Facing their biggest enemies 
– piracy and free downloading from Internet, we suggested the possible strategies for 
music CD market to beat the illegal competitors and win consumers back to stores. 
7.3 Limitations 
There are several critical limitations in this research. First, due to the time and space 
limitation, the dataset in our study was not large enough, which contained only five 
music stores from either of online and conventional market and their corresponding 
information on twenty-six CD titles respectively. This might limit the 
generalizability of our results to the whole music markets. Further, like other studies 
using field data, the results in music CD markets might not be generalized to other 
markets with different natures, such as the electronic market. 
Second, we didn’t make a good selection about the conventional music stores owing 
to the spatial distance from US and time limitation. Before the data collection, we 
planed that several other factors affecting the pricing strategies should also be 
considered, for instance, whether there was a rival music store around our object 
store. But unfortunately, there was no variation in our samples of conventional music 
stores in this aspect. Specifically, all of them were surrounded by competitor’s stores, 
and did not locate in a shopping mall. This deficiency of dataset prevented us from 
conducting a more comprehensive analysis of music CD market. Therefore, for 
future studies, it is important to get a fairly larger sample size with some variations 
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in these aspects, which will be helpful for fully understanding the pricing patterns 
and strategies of music CD retailing. 
Third, for measuring the store scope of online music stores, we complemented one 
new measurement—number of visitors to online stores—to our hypotheses. This 
item was intended to capture the economies of scale of online stores; however, 
because the number was taken from the traffic ranking website for free, the 
correctness of the data was suspected. It would be more accurate to get this kind of 
data from some authorized and professional companies calculating the traffic of 
e-commerce websites. 
Finally, when testing H3, we didn’t use the common measure of store scope that 
could be used to both channels and ensure the correct comparison. Nevertheless, in 
future research, it would be desirable to construct the common measurements for 
both channels.
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Appendix A. The List of CD Titles  
(Bestseller: 1-13; Non-bestseller: 14 – 26) 
N Title Artist List Price (US$) 
1 Confessions  Usher 18.98 
2 Damita Jo Janet Jackson 18.98 
3 In This Skin  Jessica Simpson 13.98 
4 Fallen  Evanescence 18.98 
5 U Gotta Feel Me Lil' Flip 18.98 
6 Hood Hop  J-Kwon 18.98 
7 Honkin' On Bobo Aerosmith 18.98 
8 Closer Josh Groban 18.98 
9 Speakerboxxx/The Love Below OutKast 21.98 
10 Songs About Jane Maroon5 18.98 
11 More Tamia 18.98 




13 Metamorphosis Hilary Duff 18.98 
14 Faceless Godsmack 12.98 
15 Meteora Linkin Park 19.98 
16 Now 12  Various Artist 18.98 
17 To Whom It May Concern Lisa Marie Presley 18.98 
18 Come Away With Me Norah Jones 18.98 
19 The Best Of James Taylor James Taylor 18.98 
20 Chocolate Factory R. Kelly 18.98 
21 Elephant The White Stripes 18.98 
22 Chicago Soundtrack 13.98 
23 World Without Tears Lucinda Williams  12.98 
24 Street Dreams Fabolous 18.98 
25 Balls And My Word Scarface 18.98 
26 A Rush Of Blood To The Head Coldplay  18.98 
 
